Identify potential clients by
collecting simple energy
utilization and water conKey. Results & Analyses:

sumption data and calculat-



ing a Building EUI and Per-



centile Ranking







eXpressAudit360
Conduct a quick site survey to
help identify building envelope
and systems deficiencies and

Quickly eliminate buildings with low potential
for savings
Identify clients that can benefit the most from
follow-up analyses
Energy Utilization Index (EUI)
Building percentile ranking
Water consumption
Carbon footprint
EPA Portfolio Manager submission (PRO
version only)

their impacts on energy utilization and water consumption.

eWeatherize
Geared towards multi-family
residences and private homes,
this survey includes a wide range
of energy efficiency measures
that encompass the building
envelope, its heating and cooling
systems, and its electrical consuming appliances.

eCO Zero LLC

The eQuickCheck is the first survey in the E2CØ

energy and water use trends and potential

Program, a full suite of efficiency software with

efficiency savings. By focusing on the types of

nine independent, yet interconnected, modules.

energy used and local variables, a more nu-

The eQuickCheck survey has been designed to

anced appreciation of a building’s efficiency

be used as a tool by the auditor to quickly identify

coefficient can be achieved.

potential clients and eliminate those buildings that

eQuickCheck PRO has been designed for

are not candidates for efficiency projects. The

your clients that must report energy usage to

eQuickCheck comes in three versions:

the local government through the EPA’s Port-

1.

eQuickCheck5 is a free offering to our

folio Manager. The program meets the needs

partners to be used as a quick evaluation

of all reporting requirements of the 9 cities

tool. It requires only basic energy data, and

and 2 state governments that have mandated

produces a simple one-page report, allow-

energy benchmarking. As additional laws are

ing the auditor to get a basic picture of

passed, eQuickCheck PRO will be updated to

energy and water efficiency.

comply with these new legislations.
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3.

2.

For clients with up to three years of energy
use data available, eQuickCheck Standard
will provide a more detailed analysis of

simplifying savings

